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1.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
1.1

Overview

BigMoon Power Canada is a Tidal Power company that has developed a low-cost method of
converting the power of the ocean tides into electricity. Over the past 3 years, BigMoon has
tested and demonstrated its technology in the Minas Basin with ocean deployments each year
in 2016, 2017, and 2018. BigMoon has been granted a permit to produce power and
designated a Crown Lease Area in the Minas basin.
Based on the years of testing and discussions with stakeholders and the Nova Scotia
Department of Energy, BigMoon has developed an updated version of its NiroKinetic technology
that operates in a much smaller footprint and requires much less cabling than the previous
versions of the technology. This this latest version of BigMoon’s technology builds on the
previous design and has proven successful in scaled lab and river tests at BigMoon’s testing
facilities. It incorporates the same buoyancy structure and elements of the drag panel as the
previous versions. It also incorporates a rotating drum with paddles attached as part of the
method of capturing energy.
BigMoon will be conducting ocean deployment and testing of its TurboKeel Technology in the
Minas Basin. This test will consist of a 20kW unit deployed for continuous testing. Incremental
pretesting and Harbour Trials will be conducted to ensure the safety of all personal during
operations and to do a thorough evaluation of all electrical and mechanical systems.

1.2

Site Evaluation

BMCC did not consider other sites for the 20kW prototype testing. The public engagement and
permitting process is advanced at the Blomidon Peninsula site, therefore BMCC determined that
this was the best location to test the 20kW prototype. With the 20kW prototype test being a full
simulation of the future commercial devices, the site characteristics meet the required for this
prototype test.
1.3

Project Consultation

This submission includes information about the technology that BMCC will be deploying, BMCC
has conducted extensive engagement with the local community, First Nations, and Fishers and
has taken the comments from these groups. BMCC has reviewed and concerns raised and has
made changes to our project based on the concerns raised. BMCC also understands that there is
an opportunity to have a positive socio-economic effect on the local communities and the province
overall. BMCC has developed an innovative approach to producing marine renewable energy that
will have minimal impact to the environment and will be able to decrease the levelized cost of
energy at a significant rate.
BMCC has been consulting with various parties since November of 2016 and these groups include
local fishers in the Bay of Fundy which took place between November 2016 and May
2017. Contact was made with over 100 Fishers, fisheries organizations, First Nations and other
fisheries-related persons. The Fish and Science Research Society conducted consultations in the
following communities: Cheverie, Kentville, Wolfville, Truro, Parrsboro, Stewiacke, Alma and
Digby.
BMCC has also been consulting directly with the First Nations since January of 2017 this
consultation, on behalf of BMCC, has included meetings with Acadia, Bear River, Annapolis,
Glooscap, Sipekne’katik, Millbrook, Paqtnkek, Pictou Landing First Nations Bands. BMCC has

also consulted with various First Nations interest groups such as the KMK, Maritime Aboriginal
Peoples Council, Native Council of Nova Scotia, and Membertou Geomatics.
Consultation was also conducted with the local community of Scots Bay, and BMCC is in the
process of planning a public open house in the local area to consult with the surrounding areas
outside of Scots Bay and any interested parties in Nova Scotia. It is anticipated that the open
house will be conducted in the Canning – Wolfville area.
Big Moon has worked closely with relevant stakeholders on the introduction of a paddlewheel as
part of a Kinetic Keel prototype testing. We have consulted with Darren Fisher as the head of or
Fishers’ liaison group, who has worked to keep fishers informed and BigMoon up to speed on any
issues or questions that have arisen as a result of this change. No objections or issues have been
raised by Mr. Porter. BigMoon also gave a full update to the community liaisons for the project,
Joel and Ann Huntley of Scott’s Bay. The Huntley’s have done a tremendous job of keeping the
community informed of BigMoon activity and support for BigMoon in the community couldn’t be
higher. Big Moon held a sit down meeting with our First Nations partner to walk through all of the
aspects of the technology change and to provide them with an update on the project plans and
timeline. This meeting ended with a full understanding of the technology change and no
objections or issues raised as a result.
1.4

20kW Prototype Test

BMCC has completed a survey of the bathymetry to identify the seabed consistency and to identify
the best location for the clump weight mooring system to be placed. BMCC will contract the clump
weight deployment and retrieval to Atlantic Towing which will use their vessel the Atlantic Teak,
which is a 2250 BHP Home trade I & ll tug, for the marine operations. The plan is to mobilize all
equipment out of Saint John, New Brunswick. The clump weight with the deployment cable will be
loaded on to the Atlantic Teak in St John, NB. The cable will have a deployment buoy attached to
the opposite end of the retrieval cable. The buoy will be sized based on the weight of the
deployment and retrieval cable with have enough reserve buoyancy to ensure that the cable will
always be accessible during slack tide. The cable and all connecting shackles will be sized to
allow for a 2 times safety factor over engineering calculations. This will ensure that there is no risk
of the cable breaking free from the clump anchor. The Atlantic Teak will sail from Saint John to the
BMCC prototype test site. The sail will take approximately eight hours. The arrival of the Atlantic
Teak at the test site will be coordinated to so that the arrival coincides with the low slack tide and
to allowing enough time to arrange the deployment set up and alignment at the deployment site.
When the tidal flow is at or below 2 knots the clump weight attached to the cable and buoy will be
deployed from the aft deck of the Atlantic Teak using the deck winch. Based on the speed of the
winch the deployment at slack tide will take approximately 10 minute and is planned so that the
clump weight will land on the ocean floor as the current stops flowing. During the deployment
operation the buoy end of the deployment cable will be securely attached to a bollard on the aft
deck of the Atlantic Teak. Once it is determined that the clump weight is on the ocean floor and
there is no current flowing, the buoy end of the cable will be released. It will then be in a position to
attach to the 20 kW TurboKeel prototype. The TurboKeel will be towed to the test site and during
the low tide slack it will be attached to the deployment/retrieval cable. This operation will be
completed after the clump weight deployment is completed during a separate work period.
2.0

TECHNICAL COMPONENTS

2.1

Overview

A technical description of the 20kW BMCC TurboKeel Tidal Energy System and components are
explained below.
The BMCC TES is currently at a technical readiness level of TRL 6: (Full description of TRL 6 as
per US DOE document DOE G 413.3-4 - Engineering-scale models or prototypes are tested in a
relevant environment. This represents a major step up in a technology’s demonstrated readiness.
Examples include testing an engineering scale prototypical system with a range of stimulants.

Supporting information includes results from the engineering scale testing and analysis of the
differences between the engineering scale, prototypical system/environment, and analysis of what
the experimental results mean for the eventual operating system/environment.
TRL 6 begins true engineering development of the technology as an operational system.
The major difference between TRL 5 and 6 is the step up from laboratory scale to engineering
scale and the determination of scaling factors that will enable the design of the operating system.
The prototype should be capable of performing all the functions that will be required of the
operational system.
The operating environment for the testing should closely represent the actual operating
environment.)
We base our TRL assessment on the following previous, current and upcoming testing completed
2.1.1.1 Previous Testing
2.1.1.1.1 Laboratory Environment Testing
The technology has been tested in BigMoon’s hydraulic flume. This flume consists of a 40 ft long
by 4 ft wide flume that can pass approx. 1,350 gpm of flow. These scaled models were tested for
concept and basic geometries were tested.
2.1.1.1.2 Open River Environment Testing
The technology was moved to a river location where it could be tested in an open
environment exposed the variables that could not be simulated in a lab setting. After weeks of this
testing an updated permanently installed system was installed in a river environment. This system
is fully automated with instrumentation for monitoring and data logging.
This permanent river installation is also equipped with the power conditioning equipment that
allows the power to be connected to the grid. This demonstration unit has been operational since
its commissioning and is connected to the grid and currently producing power.
2.1.1.2 Current & Upcoming Testing
Both of the below units are equipped with instrumentation and data logging equipment that allows
BigMoon to log power levels and other important engineering metrics including tension forces and
torque. Both units demonstrate the BigMoon technology out of the laboratory setting in in the true
open environment that the commercial units will experience. The BigMoon technology works by
converting the energy of moving water into electricity. Because of this the natural environments for
the demonstration of this technology are rivers and ocean locations with high tidal flows.
2.1.1.2.1 Open River Environment Testing
The grid connected River Environment demonstration unit is under continuous operation and
monitoring at this time.
2.1.1.2.2 Open Ocean Environment Testing
An ocean demonstration unit based on the river model is currently undergoing commissioning
testing and once this permit is approved the device will be placed into continuous operation in an
ocean environment with extreme tidal flows. This unit will operate in the same ocean waters that
larger commercial units will operate in following this demonstration.
It is BMCC’s plan to progress the technology to a TRL 9: (The technology is in its final form and
operated under the full range of operating mission conditions. Examples include using the actual
system with the full range of wastes in hot operations). by the time the first 1MW TES device
completes its commissioning phase of operation.
The following information will provide insight into the system components and how they interact
and connect to generate electricity from the current flow of the Bay of Fundy. The BMCC Tidal
Energy System is a proprietary technology that is wholly owned by BMCC. BMCC has submitted

the patent submission for IP protection in countries where we may do work including Canada.
Cadwalader, our patent attorneys in New York are expediting the publishing of this patent. If the
province needs an indication from Cadwalader or our local council Cox &Palmer that the
application has been filed, we are happy to do so.
2.2

20kW Installation Technology Overview

BMCC’s 20kW TurboKeel TES Prototype consists of the following components: the TurboKeel is a
self-contained floating power generation unit with the electrical generation equipment mounted on
an unmanned, passive pontoon barge. In general, throughout this document, TurboKeel shall refer
to both the power generation equipment and the and the barge on which it is mounted. The
following sections detail the main components which comprise the 20 kW TurboKeel Prototype.
2.3

Lab and River Test Results

2.3.1 Lab Testing
Lab Testing was performed to measure the flow acceleration effect of the BigMoon technology.
Flow speeds were measured upstream of device before acceleration and at various points within
and after the flow passed through the BigMoon device.
2.3.2 River Testing
BigMoon has been testing at a river location in Utah for the past 5 months. The results thus far
have been in the following areas
2.3.3 Testing Results
Continuous Operation - This prototype has been operational continuously. A close look at the
power production data will show some downtime while the unit was modified or updated. This
continuous operation is possible due to the level of automation BigMoon has achieved for this unit.
Automation - Full automation of the system enables BigMoon to monitor and control the operation
remotely. All data from the instrumentation is being logged.
Operation of the system in this realworld environment has led to multiple improvements and created a usable software and
automation system to take to the ocean.
Grid Connection - The River unit is connected to the local power grid. This represents a step
forward in demonstrating the power production ability of the system as well as proving the power
conditioning equipment needed to meet local grid requirements.
Engineering Equations - The basic power and drag equations for sizing and designing the system
were matched up to lab results published at Southampton University in the UK. BigMoon has been
working with the leading professor at Southampton in the design and testing of these prototypes.
Data - BigMoon has collected power production data during this period using the automation
software developed for this test.

2.4

Generators

The BMCC 20kW prototype will have generators built in the system consisting of
Green Energy
generators.
For example, BMCC will test at 20kW with
be able to test
entire tidal cycles.
This is a similar setup to testing carried out in BMCC’s April 2016 Minas Basin Test.
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2.5

TurboKeel Mooring Arrangement

The 20kW TurboKeel will be moored in place with an 18-ton (minimum) clump weight that will be
positioned at Latitude North 45°20'49.0" and Longitude West 64°27’45.3". The clump weight will
be connected to the 20kW prototype through a steel cable. The steel cable will also be used to
deploy and retrieval the clump weight. The working load of the clump weight assembly will be
10,000 lbs (minimum). which is a safety factor of 2. The main advantage of using this arrangement
is that it will be deployed in one operation during 1 slack tide cycle. It does not require any divers
or ROV operations as part of the work and by always having access to the deployment cable it will
be easily retrievable at the end of the testing period. The mooring arrangement will have swivel
shackle at both ends of the cable which will enable the clump weight to fall to a natural landing
position when deployed and no subsea operations will be required to position the clump weight.

Fig. 8 – Layout of TurboKeel Mooring Arrangement
2.6

Control Room

The Control and monitoring equipment will be located in a temporary purpose-built building that
will allow for 24-hour control and monitoring of all the environmental and equipment/performance
monitoring. The control room will also maintain communication with the TurboKeel which will allow
for remote manual control of the key mechanical and electrical equipment on the TurboKeel on the
shall be configured within a temporary steel building to protect them from the elements. This
building will have a footprint of 7m by 4m. The control room will be located at the land-based
project site at 1233 Cape Split Rd, RR3, Scotts Bay, B0P 1H0. BMCC Personnel will also have
visual line of site from the control room to the TurboKeel and will be able to monitor any activity in
and around the TurboKeel.

2.7

Generated Power Distribution

The power generated of the 20 kW Prototype will be fed into batteries and any excess power
generated will be discharged through a load bank. The load bank is manufactured by Load Banks
Direct (Model LS-DC2500-600-5,
Outdoor Resistive Load Bank). The

power production will be monitored and recorded to validate the ability for the system to
consistently generate electricity over multiple tidal cycles without interruption. The energy
stored in the batteries will also be used to power all electrical systems onboard the
TurboKeel. Data will be recorded showing both constant power production throughout the
cycle (demonstrating efficiency) and varying power level production (demonstrating
control).
This is an increase to the efficiency of previous design of the Kinetic Keel. With
the
of this.
Ocean testing will be performed to demonstrate these higher energy conversion efficiency
numbers.
2.8

Safety and Monitoring Systems

Ensuring Safety in the BigMoon Design Process
BigMoon believes that safe new technology comes from innovative thinking, consulting with
experienced industry experts, and most of all shop and field testing. BigMoon has retained local
industry experts to support the safe execution of the 2019 TurboKeel prototype testing program.
Beyond that BigMoon has invested in computer modeling and field data collection to understand
the tides and large forces inherit in tidal energy. BigMoon is continuously innovating and testing
ideas in their hydraulic flume in their shop as well as validating designs at field locations in Idaho.
Further prototyping and field testing has taken place in the Puget Sound 2015, Minas Passage
2016, Minas Basin 2017 and Minas Passage 2018 as well as harbor trials along the way.
Preliminary river testing of the TurboKeel has been ongoing for the past 6 months.
The monitor systems installed on the TurboKeel will ensure complete control and safe operation of
the device. These systems will ensure that the TurboKeel works efficiently, data is collected for all
systems and operating conditions, control is maintained, and that environmental interactions are
monitored to ensure there are no adverse impacts to the environment or marine life. Below is a list
of the control and safety monitoring systems that will be installed.

Equipment/Performance Monitoring:
 Power (Volts, Amps, kW)
 3 Cameras:
1. Overview Camera on Mast
2. Underwater Camera by Paddles
3. Monitoring Systems Camera Inside electrical room
 Flow Speed (Knots)
1. Nortek Aquadopp 1: On Side of Barge
2. Nortek Aquadopp 2: In middle of Catamaran
 System Status Monitoring PLC
 Anchor system Tension (lbs)
 Drivetrain Torque (ft-lbs)
 Battery Charge Levels (Volts)

 Data Logging of all Measurements
 Environmental Monitoring Equipment (as per EEMP)

Safety Systems
 Navigation Lights (Red/Green LED)
 Operational Lights (White LED)
 Double Containment vessels for hydraulic fluid onboard iv. Backup Anchoring System
 GPS location Monitoring
 Solenoids to electrically disengage generators in the event of over-torque
Device survivability and reliability strategies;
The following strategies are being used in the 20 kW TurboKeel prototype unit. The demonstration
phase will highlight additional measures that will be implemented on future commercial units.
Simplicity
- The very nature and simplicity of the design contributes the most to the device’s survivability
and reliability.
- Only moving part submerged in water is a Metal
Redundancy and Factors of Safety
- FS = 1.5 on above water design
- FS= 2 or 3 on anchor and underwater design
Protection from Elements
- The drivetrain is out of the water and housed in an enclosure above deck.
Monitoring
- Being a demonstration unit, this device will be monitored continuously
- Cameras provide a live feed of unit
- Multiple meters monitor the unit including toque and tension levels

